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SUNDAY 8 AUGUST 2021  

Nineteenth Sunday of the Year (B) John 6: 41-51 
 

I always thought I knew Charlie.  He came from ‘round our end’ as we used to say.  We’d played 
in the same streets, pretty well grown up together.  But I hadn't known how gifted he was and 
turned out to be.  Music was his thing.  He says he got it from his dad. 
 
Watching young people grow and find themselves in relationships and careers is a sobering 
business - I ask myself what I’ve learnt in the same time.  Young people have a great capacity to 
teach the rest of us.  Their development and acquired experience can open new worlds for us.  
Conversely, a lack of growth challenges us to help. 
 
We know nothing of Jesus early years, his life at home and learning a trade from St Joseph.  
Somewhere in his early 30’s he begins to be recognised as a healer and teacher with a unique 
insight and understanding of God.  I grew up with cheesy unappealing pictures of a humourless 
man with a halo round his head.  His divinity was emphasised so much he almost walked on air.  
The very evident humanity of Jesus from Nazareth created the problem in today’s Gospel 
reading. 
 
The people he’d fed assumed he was the son of Joseph and Mary.  We can’t blame them.  We 
know more.  They didn't.  Claiming to be heaven-sent and that the Father’s teaching is about 
himself is more than a struggle for them.  Jesus brings them and us back to food.  It’s astonishing 
how often food becomes a vehicle and context for teaching.  Such a life-giving subject, creating 
companions and nourishment, a nursery of God’s care. 
 
The people struggle with Jesus divinity.  We need to see it though his humanity.  To have seen 
him is to have seen the Father.  It’s in Jesus’ smile, his voice, it’s in his eyes.  The body language 
of the one who describes himself as gentle and humble in heart led many ordinary people to 
know they’d met the almighty and he’s love on legs.  Hopefully we sometimes experience that 
too. 
 
We’re being challenged differently.  A small piece of unleavened bread is put into our hands.  We 
know the vocabulary of the ‘Bread of Life; but our translation task is to know the smiling, feeding 
hand of God looking after us because we’re loved.  Jesus taught at many a table.  He still does.  

He nourishes, gives life, and is drawing us more and more into his company.  Enjoy being fed in 
the company of others.  We’re being drawn into the mystery of vulnerable love that cost 
Jesus’ life so that we can be at his table.  Sit with him and allow the experience to speak to 
you before you say a word. 

 

Pope Francis’ world view 

There is a kind of local narcissism unrelated to a healthy love of one’s own 

people and culture.  It is born of a certain insecurity and fear of the other that 

leads to rejection and the desire to erect walls for self-defence.  Yet it is 

impossible to be local in a healthy way without being sincerely open to the 

universal, without feeling challenged by what is happening in other places, 

without openness to enrichment by other cultures, and without solidarity and 

concern for the tragedies affecting other peoples.   

A local narcissism instead frets over a limited number of ideas, customs and 

forms of security; incapable of admiring the vast potential and beauty offered 

by the larger world, it lacks an authentic and generous spirit of solidarity.  Life 

on the local level thus becomes less and less welcoming, people less open to 

complementarity.  Its possibilities for development narrow; it grows weary and 

infirm.  A healthy culture, on the other hand is open and welcoming by its very 

nature; indeed, a culture without universal values is not truly a culture. 

Let us realise that as our minds and hearts narrow, the less capable we become 

of understanding the world around us.  Without encountering and relating to 

differences, it is hard to achieve a clear and complete understanding even of 

ourselves and of our native land.  Other cultures are not enemies from which 

we need to protect ourselves, but differing reflections of the inexhaustible 

richness of human life.  Seeing ourselves from the perspective of another, of 

one who is different, we can better recognise our own unique features and 

those of our culture: its richness, its possibilities and its limitations. 

 

- Fratelli Tutti - paras 146-147 
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